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Dear Editor,

Please find submitted our revised manuscript to be considered for publication in BMC Medical Education, entitled *How do Junior Medical Officers use Online Information Resources?*

Please find below our point-by-point response to the Editorial Requests:

1. Title page
   
   Please ensure each authors' email address is present on the title page.
   
   **Response:** Each author’s email address is present on the title page.

2. Abstract
   
   We would ask that the 'Aims' subheading be removed from the Abstract. This has been done on your behalf for the version present on the submission system.
   
   **Response:** ‘Aims’ has been removed in the revised manuscript.

3. Declarations
   
   a) Please include a section bearing the heading 'Ethics approval and consent to participate'. Your ethics and consent statements, which currently reside in the Methods, should be moved here. If you wish to duplicate this information in the methods as well that is acceptable.
   
   **Response:** Ethics statement has been moved to ‘Declarations’ section under 'Ethics approval and consent to participate'

   b) Availability of data and materials
   
   For all journals, authors must include an ‘Availability of data and materials’ section in their article. If you do not wish to share your data, please state that data will not be shared, and state the reason.
   
   **Response:** Section added.
c) Please also include a 'funding' section and statement.

Response: 'Funding' section added

Thank you for taking these revisions into consideration. Please feel free to contact me if you require further information. I look forward to hearing back from you.

Yours sincerely,

Heng Chong, MBChB (Otago)

Medical Officer
Southern Adelaide Local Health Network
South Australia